
 

 
 

Come join an award winning, fast-growing financial technology company. We offer 
excellent benefits and opportunities to advance and learn alongside accomplished 
business and technology leaders. Please take a look at the job specs below, we'd love 
to talk to you about this exciting role.  
 
Job title:  Tech Lead 

Department:  Technology 

Salary:   Competitive 

Location:  Hong Kong 

 
Job Description: 
This is an exciting opportunity for an experienced Tech Lead to join our dynamic, fast-growing and fun 
team in our Hong Kong office. We are looking for a candidate who is ready to grow into a technical 
leadership role with a focus on project delivery.  
 
You will be responsible for designing and building technical solutions, meeting user requirements, and 
contributing to the development and evolution of the platform. You will work on deploying our Inferno 
software platform to client sites, working with clients to analyse requirements, configure the system, and 
design and build strategic enhancements to the software platform.  
 
Torstone works using small, dynamic, quick moving teams of which you will be a key member. You will be 
at the cutting edge of client transformation projects, and will play a critical role in allowing us to scale and 
deliver projects on a global scale. You will be working with well-known names in the brokerage and 
investment banking business.  
 
Skills and Aptitude: 

 5+ years of commercial software development experience 

 Excellent knowledge of OO programming (Java, C#, C++ etc) 

 SQL knowledge (Oracle preferred) 

 Knowledge of Settlement, Accounting and Back Office processes 

 Excellent track record of client collaboration and client facing projects 

 Relevant degree from a good university 

 An enthusiasm for technology 

 Ability to work pro-actively with minimal supervision 

 A willingness to get involved in detail and get the job done 
 
About Torstone Technology: 
Torstone is a leading global provider of cross-asset post-trade securities and derivatives processing 
technology. We simplify the complexities of the post-trade landscape. Combining many decades of 
investment banking expertise with in-depth global financial market knowledge, we develop an innovative, 
secure and scalable solution. Modern, cloud-based fully integrated technology means our customers spend 
less time on manual processing and maintaining regulatory compliance, and more time with clients. Our 
aim is to help our customers drive revenue and greater operational efficiency, with reduced risk and better 
business performance. 

We have a strong team of 70+ employees and are growing quickly. Our global headquarters is based in 
London, UK with offices in New York, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Tokyo.  


